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Here’s What Our
Clients are Saying ...
A COLLECTION OF MATCHMAKING STORIES!

Serene and Barry are Top Notch Realtors!
Barry and Serene are very knowledgeable, they are sensitive to what the buyer is looking for and really deliver. They
were able to work with us both long distance and once we had arrived to find the home that suited us, find local
professionals to take care of repairs and get things done smoothly. If you can work with Barry and Serene you will be
quite delighted. Our move from the Midwest to Southern California was greatly facilitated by their efforts.
— Daphna and Norbert, Manhattan Beach

Serene and Barry Sulpor. An Amazing Manhattan Beach Team!
Barry and Serene are an amazing team! They bring a wealth of experience to the table, not just real estate
experience and thorough knowledge of the area but also Barry’s marketing background and Serene’s masterful
negotiation skills (seriously: she has a Master’s degree in Negotiations!). All their experience along with their clear,
reliable communications translate into a feeling of calm, trust, and confidence through what can be an incredibly
stressful time. Highly recommended! Wonderful people and fantastic real estate agents.
— Dean and Shelley, Manhattan Beach

Loving Our Redondo Beach Home.
Barry and Serene worked with us, and the sellers, to make it a win-win situation for everyone and get our offer
accepted. As first-time home buyers, they were great in guiding us through the process, from making an offer to
the close of escrow. We would recommend them to anyone looking to buy or sell, especially in today’s multiple bid
environment. They are an awesome real estate team! They were so patient with all my questions and concerns and
literally were on call 7 days a week. I couldn’t recommend a better team than Barry and Serene.
— Chris, Redondo Beach

A True Match for Us in El Segundo.
We were looking to move for over a year before we met Barry and Serene. They were awesome in turning things
around and quickly finding us our El Segundo home. Just as important, they kept the transaction moving forward
throughout escrow. We are thrilled in our new home and recommend them to anyone selling or buying a home.
— Mark and Andrea, El Segundo
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No Wonder Serene and Barry are Called
“The Matchmakers” Buyer + Seller = SOLD.
Serene and Barry made a perfect match for us. We relied on them to find us a perfect home two years ago, and
when we wanted to move up, we relied on them once again. Serene sold our Redondo Beach townhome and found
us another perfect home. Serene and Barry provide great service. Why use anyone else?
— The Freedman Family, Redondo Beach

Loved Working with this Team.
Words cannot describe how fortunate we were to work with Barry and Serene. We were first time buyers and they
took care of each and every step very carefully and in a very professional way. We were able to buy our dream
house so quickly and smoothly. They are very considerate, give a lot of attention to detail and follow through things.
We did learn that its much better to work with a team (rather than an individual realtor) as Barry and Serene were
able to find us houses to take a look even before they went on to the market. They are the finest realtors in town.
Thank you Barry and Serene for all your help. We would highly recommend them to everyone.
— Avena and Kinshuk, South Bay

Helping Me Sell and Buy.
Having lived in the same beach home for many years, the real estate process was a brand new experience. Serene
and Barry made selling my home a smooth transition, and also came through with flying colors in finding me another
home I absolutely love. They’re a superior real estate team, with excellent marketing and negotiation skills, plus the
personalized attention that was incredibly helpful in my relocation. I would recommend them to anyone looking to
sell or buy a home.
Thank you so much!
— Wendy, Hermosa Beach

They Truly Care about their Clients!
Barry and Serene Sulpor provided the highest quality of professional service in selling our home, going the extra
mile at every turn. Barry’s marketing skills and Serene’s negotiating acumen are a winning combination. Most
importantly, they care about their clients and minimize the stress of going through a real estate transaction. We
highly recommend them to anyone looking to sell or buy a home.
— Rolando and Annette, Redondo Beach

Exceeded Our Expectations
Serene and Barry exceeded our expectations with their personalized approach to our needs, their knowledge of the
real estate market, and their demonstrated professionalism. They’re a superior real estate team and we recommend
them to anyone looking to sell their home.
— Esther and Wally, Manhattan Beach

